ABSTRACT H(-cent and progressing \vork in the dvvclopment of systems ;~pproacli for design of fire protcction in I~uildings is c~x;tmined. Scope of coverage includes such areas as review of firc safety systems approach in the U.S. and an overview of extensive and more pertinent fire growtli systems analysis approaches. A fire model with its impact based on a state's-transition concept is proposed. Fire is virwecl as two distinct sequences: fire behavior and human bc~havior. Finally, a plan for the derivation of viable firc protection engineering t c c l~n o l o g~ is presented.
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I~X N T IIISTORY OF THE IXVELOPMENT by the Society for Industrial and Applied
OF SYSTEMS APPHOACH TO FII-IE SAFETY Matheinatics ( 1975) . IN 
THE UNITED STATES
The recent historv of milestones in the It is worthwhile to view briefly the histor) of systems clevelopment in fire safety in the United States. Of particular intercst is that portion of the history that relatcs to the use of event trccs as a principal instrurnent in total building lire safety performance analysis. The "success" or decision type of event tree is a candidate alternative to the current approaches used in I~uilding codes.
The event trec methodology has its technical antcccdents in reliability analysis and fault tree analysis. Both of these aplxonches have been extensively examined in the United States. A11 excellent review of the state-of-the-art at varying levels of sopl~istication in reliability and fault tree analysis is coiltailled in the recent publication, Reliability and Fault Tree Analysis application of such systems' concepts to the determination of fire protection requirements for buildings can be chronicled approximately as follows:
A. This conferencc~ was ilnl>ortant primarily in two aspects: 1. A prescntatiou entitlctf "A Method of Analysis for Control ok Building Fire" was dcliverctl by hlr. Irwin A. Renjalnin, National Bureau of Standards. Included in this presentation was a fault tree event logic diagram considering the elements or (,vents essential to the control of the I x~i l d i~~g fir?. This fault tree is reproduced as Fig. 1. 2. The author presented a review of the fir(. safety systems for the Seattle Federxl Aailcling. Fire protection elements \\7c,re summarized in ;I fire safcty systenls guide sheet (Fig. 2 ) . Figures 1  and 2 constitllte the first attempts to 111akc. logical analysis of the total fire safety syste~ns in 1,uildings.
I). G S A Decinion Tree. A joint effort 11y
NI3S 'ind GSA (General Services Administration) developed a success tree ai~ned ,~t detern~ining the various ap-1)roaches available to achieving fire s,~fety objectives in buildings. This was tlic.11 t,iken 1)y CSA through several re\7lsions and generations. The current version is shown in Fig. 3 . This is the basic reference document in the GSA goal-oricnted systenls approach. ( 1972) . This was published as GSA internal criteria and currently is the only completely described analytical system for probabilistic evaluation of the expected success in total performance of fire safety in biuldings.
li. Antional
G. hllost of the illputs curreiltly used by those working with the systems approach are the same as those used in code application and fire insurance considerations. Thcse consist primarily of experience, data from individual tests, separate research rcsults, personal experience, and collected coilc:ensus opinion. This imposes important constraints on the use of current systems aplwoacll techniques l~ccal~se of the limited ilegree of confidence that can be placed on i~~p u t s illto the system related to fire growth factoss. Several different deterministic 1ypc.s of fire growth coiicepts and fire growths ~nodels, however, are currently being developed. One or more of these may make a major contribution towards raising the confidence levcl in total systems approaches to the point where it would be reasonable to use systems analysis as the 11ni1;tteral deterliiinallt of fire safcty reclnirements.
A conceptual approach to evaluative fire gro\vth has been pl~blished under the title ' . , Systems Analysis of Energy Environment in H~~ildiilgs" (Nelsoll 1972) . This study conceived fire in a step-by-step growth process. Its principal value at this tiine is ill evaluating the various states and transitions involved in fire growth.
Efforts have also bcPn directed towards developineilt of enlpirical models; to describe fire growth ill more quantitative terms. All of the nlaior efforts in this area iilvolve iilcreillental finite analysis as the basis of the empirical approach. Each of the three major contributioi~s in this area has, ho\vever, approached the problem of modeling a fire from a different perspective.
( 1 ) Dr. John A. Rockett in 1969 proposed a model based on subdivicling the entire volume of the buildiilg or space into cubicle elenleilts and undertaking ail analysis ofinteractions between and within thc cubes. 111 an article discussing the proposed model, Roclzett expressed the significant problem as the volume of data necessary to be handlcd. He expressed confidence in the ability of such a system to handle gross action. However, he expected that fine details about the course of a fire or the movement of smoke would not be susceptible to such analysis for some time. Rockett is not personally coatinuing to work in this area, but others are using the programs he developed and other aspects of his initial studies.
(2) A University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) team with Mr. Jerry Reeves as principal investigator has developed a coml>uterized progran~ for description of fire developmei~t (unpnblished) . In the UDRI approach the positions of all elements in a space are described and the finite fire growth analysis is described as iilcreinental spaces on the surfaces of the combustible materials. This program was designed to predict fire developmeilt in aircraft interiors and is predicated on spread along coiltiguous surfaces and transfer across spaces separating such surfaces. The program input is taken froin rate of heat release of the expoxd materials with the tcst values measuring speed of flame propagation horizontally, nlxvard, and downward at varying levels of itlcideilt flux. To date, the model has not bee11 proof-tested and has not yet been released for public view. Full-scale tests of the system are to be made in the near future, using aircraft cabin burn-out ( 3 ) Ton1 Waterinan and Ronald Pape at the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute, working on a grant from the Center for Fire Research at NBS, have propoqed a system which they refer to as semistochastic. In their approach, the space is described in terms of its constituents with all fuels identified as boxes located in this sp~1cc The iiq3ut required is l~asically the rate of heat release of the individual boxes as would occur in a free-burning test situation. Using empirical energy input data from numerous tests of furniture and fuel loads in rooms and spaces, thcy have developed a computerized system. The system interfaces thesc data with the impact of the enclosing space, the separation of fuels. : 111(1 other factors to determine the time, intensity, and for111 of fire spread, cnergy development, a i d combustion product developine~~t in the room of fire origin. This program has been completed and is no\v being reviewed by members of the staff of the Center for Fire Research. Fullscale testing mill be conducted at NBS and res~ilts will 1)e correlated with the model.
SYSTEMS FOll TIIE ANALYSIS OF UUILDINC
FllW SAFETY DESIGN Ct~rrent approaches to systems analysis for determining l~uilding fire safety recluirc~mc~nts are l~nsed primarily on the decision-tree approach presented by GSA ( 1972) .
In this approach, the term "event" is used to describe any physical condition, use factor, activity, or action that can cause or control fire, its cffects, or the response to fire. The use of a decision trce approach of this type provides the u s c~ with a unique capability to:
1. Study and detcnnine the organization of the various "events" that control or dcterinine fire and the response to fire;
8. l<stal,lish thc interrelationships between these evrnts, and the sequence in which the impact of events 11111st be considered;
:u11cl
3. State the level of success or other measurements of performance in a given situation.
All systems approaches (1) are limited by the validity of the data used and ( 2 ) require understallding of the meaning of the statements of success or perfomlance produced.
With these capabilities and limitations in mind, the objective of the systen~s approach is to achieve a better and more exact understanding of the degree of safety provided, along with the ability to determine the impact of individual events or the sensitivity of the system to change during that event. In addition the systems approach will give: 1. A mechallisin to allow design innovations and options that best combine the necessary degree of safety with all of the other building design features.
2. A basis to evaluate cost effectiveness, where safety worth can be related to cost not simply in terms of monetary differences but in relation to actual safety impact per dollar invested.
3.
A system whereby the responsible authorities, 11e they code officials, underwi-iters, owners, or others can evaluate whether safety goals are being met, without having to review each specific design recyuirement or variation.
The tree network is a diagrammatic means of showing a complete event/logic system that progressively subdivides the problem into smaller and smaller elements to the level at whicl the user wishes to make input into the system. The tree arrangement assists in pointing out events that must occur sinlultai~eousl~ or independently; showing which events can contribute most effectively to reaching a goal; and expressing the choices or trade-offs to insure a satisfactory goal or objective level. The tree does not within itself show the extent of conditionality or exclusivity. I t does, however, provide a visual arrailgemcnt that call assist the user in identifying where cluc~stions regarding exclusivity or conditionality must be resolved.
In a decision tree, the levels of events are connected by gates. There are two types of gates: the " a n d gate and the "or" gate.
The type of gate used indicates the relationship of the events below the gate to the success of the events above the gate in the decision tree.
The location of an "and" gate between two levels of events signifies that all of the events in the level immediately below the q J J gate are necessary for achievement of the ,,nl,,et,ne,, R e s l s t a~~c e success of the event above the gate. Exclusion of any element directly connected to Structural Ilitegrlty the lower side of an "and" gate precludes success of the event above the gate. ThereFrc:. 4. "And" gate.
fore, the maximum probability of success of an event above the "and" crate is limited to < > the lowest probability of success of any evei~t connected to it. The probability of quccess for achieving the goal objective of an cvent above an "and" gate is shown pictorially in the upper part of Fig. 4 .
111 the success type of decision tree, an "and" gate probability of success in achieving the goal objective of element A is: A n examplr of an "and" gate extracted tronl the GSA tree is shown 011 the lower left of Fig. 4 . Here the succc,ss of a barrier is dependent on the barrier's being complete. It is also equally dependent on maintaining its structural integrity it exposed to tire. And finally, it is dependent upon thermal resistance in preventing the passage of ignition temperatures to the unexposed side of the \v,~ll.
On the lower right of Fig. 4 , an "and" gate is depicted in the form of a Venn diagram. The degree of success is equal to the degree of intersection of all of the elements. Figure 5 provides graphic examples for determining the probability of success in achieving a goal objective through an "or" gate. In the success type of decision tree, the "or" gate probability of success in achieving the ,goal objective of element A is :
where the events at the B level are mutually exclusive, or:
where the events are not mutually exclusive 1,ut are independent, or:
where the events are not mutually exclusive and are interdependent. An "or" gate is a point of potential design trade-off. An example of an "or" gate from the GSA tree is shown on the lower left of Fig. 5 . This indicates the supportive interplay between suppression systems, the built-in construction features, and the fire potential of the occupancy.
On the lower right of Fig. 5 , the "or" gate HAHO1.T) H. NELSON any alternative tree seeking to produce the same results follow the protocol of starting from the same top event "Fire Safety Objective" and at each step divide the entire universe of events as either an " a n d or an "or" function. At each gate the subordinate events must sum to be the total universe of events that constituently add up to the event above the gate. If this is not followed at an "and" gate, thc result will be failure to protect against a potential systems failure. If an element is omitted at an "or" gate, the result will not reduce the potential safety but would reduce the flexibility of choice in the system 11y eliminating one or more altern ;I t' ~ves. DIRECTIONS is depicted in the forn~ of a Vcnn diagram. The degree of success is equal to the union of success provided by any individual element or com1,ination of c~lements.
Thv locatio~~ of an "or" gntc between t\vo lrvels of events signifies air "and-or" relationship. In this case, total inclusion of all of th(: events bclow the gate is desirable, 1,11t not necessary, to achieve the goal of the event nl~ove it. Exclusion of any event con~~e c t e d to the lower side of an "or" gate does [lot lx.eclncle success of the clvent above that gat(.. The probability of success of an event al)ovc an "or" gate is always equal to or greatclr tlian thc highest probability of success of any of the events connected to it.
Figure 5 provides graphic examples and formulac, for determining thc prol~ability of success of achieving a goal objective through an "or" gatcl.
Both the GSA and the NFPA decision trees are amenable to the probabilistic approach upon \vliicli the GSA goal-oriented s y s t~u is based. These decision trees have 1)een extensively exainined by groups interestcd in fire safety and are felt to represent sound representations of the elelnents that determine the course of fire develop1ne11t and growth and its impact on people and l~roperty. Other trees could be developed that would be as effective. The actual c~\.ents in the tree are not individually important. It is necessary, however, that
The goal-oriented systems approaches have been valuable in giving indications of the extent of the impact of fire. They are currently liniited in their ability to include rate or time factors and in the lack of an rineeradequate store ot fire protection en&' ing data. This lack of data forces the system to use either engineering opinion or consensus com~nittee type of decision for many of the lllost important inputs. To overconle these limitations, it is necessary to find better linkages between applied firc protection and scientific and/or empirical engineering data and to develop a procedure that relates to fire growth. In addition, a better nicthodology is needed for interrelating human action as it impacts either on the fire and its development or on the safety of persons exposed to tire.
Recently, a combined concept has a Ions emerged. This resulted from exainin t' of the various concepts on energy dcvelopment, the systems approach, and data being developed by current research. In this concept, both the fire growth modeling systems and building firc safety design system\ approaches described above are com-1)ined into an integrated system. The purpose of this new approach is to provide a more complete base of knowledge by which rational inputs can be macle into a decision tree analysis.
?'his concept is based on the premises that: Ti. At any instant in the combincd fire behavior/ human behavior seqnenccs, thcre is one and only one value for each behavioral property. These properties ars called "state's conditions" and are identifiable and potentially quantifiable (for euample, the size of the flame or rate of smoke production).
6. There are potentially identifiable factors in the decision tree evonts that control both the rate constant within a realm and the level of events that deterini~~e the start and termination of a realm. These factors are described by both the GSA and NFPA trees; but the individual dominance or proportional impact of a single factor is not directly identifiable from the decision tree approach. In terms of the sequence, a significant change in a dominant factor, its degree of don~inance, or the entry of new "dominant factors" will result in a change in the rate constant and thereby a change in realm. ( A prime example of this occurs in the transition through flashover. Prior to flashover the fuel properties such as ignitability and fuel arrangement dominatc the fire development and energy levels. After flashover the dominant factors are ventilation and total amount of available fuel. )
Fire Behavior Sequence. Figure 6 is a modification of the overview design presented by Gen. Serv. Admin. (1972) . This figure presents the major sequences (or "phases") in fire development. The input arrowheads at the left of the figure indicate the necessity for the conlbinatioll of energy in a particular environment to have a fire start. Energy as sllown means the input or potential ignition energy to start the fire sequence. Environment describes the physical situation consisting of fuel, geometry, construction, ventilation, and general layout and arrangement existing at the moment of introduction of the energy source.
The development and spread of fire and fire energy through a facility are then divided into five basic phases each of which will consist of one or more realms. The division of phases is based on the expected types of dominant factors. These are:
1. The Ignition-Initiation Phase covers the period from the entry of the potential ignition energy to the point of self-sustained burning of one or more items. In this phase, the development is almost entirely dominated by the transfer of energy from the ignition source to the target, the rcaction to this energy by the target, and the critical ignition parameters of the target material. The shape of the target and the arrangement or geometry of the environment have little to do with ignition or development realms in this phase. optnent of fire from the initiation of a
The arched lines in Fig. 6 going from self-sustained flame to the point where phase to phase are a schematic representathr-fire either terminates or extends to tion of the fact that it is not necessary to one or more additional items. I11 this progress totally through any phase before ph,~se not only the basic physical proper-passing through the next phase. In fact, the ties of the material but its shape and development conditioils necessary for a critform, the spacing and arrangement of ical event may cause a jump to a next other materials (second targets), and the phase or even skiin an entire phase. space configur;ition and ventilation begin to play parts.
State's Conditions-Fire
Sequence. The
3.
Thc Intra-Room Development Phase "state's conditions" describe the state of coilcentrates on the spread of fire be-fire behavior at any instant in the setween items within a room or space up quence. Fire development subsequent to to the point of fire termination or flash-any instant is dependent upon the state's over in a room. In this phase the addi-conditions and the realm at that instant, tional elements of radiation from the but is not dependent on the history of how 1)urnillg item or its flame, the degree of that set of conditions came to be. . , sel'aration between items, and-other space factors come illto more important plily.
The Interspatial Propagation Phase covers
th(> spread of fire from space to space through unprotected openings. In this phase, important factors related to ventil,ltion, trainfer of combustion products, convected energy, and radiated energy dominate over the basic fuel considerations more important prior to flashover.
Ti. T l~e Intercompartmental Spread Phase
considers factors related to spread of fire when a physical barrier exists. Here the impact of total fire severity on structural elements leading to building col1q)fi' or ignition due to conduction of The state's conditions necessary to describe the firc state at a given timc are:
1. Fire Bed Location. Described in terms of the size and location of the energy generator. It includes both the basic burning area and the area away from basic burning area where gaseous combustion is taking place.
Energ!! Release. Expressed both in
terms of the rate of energy release at a given instant and the total energy released in the course of the fire accumulated to that instant.
Pyrolysis Products. States in terms of
concentrations and rate of change in concentrations. Covers the nonenergyreleasing aspects of fire products such as p,lrticulates, gases, vapors, be they toxic or nontoxic, visible or nonvisible. In the case of chemical products, it also includes the rate of subsequent change in the chemical products. Fig. 6 . In each of these phases, the figure show9 likely realms, expected dominant tactors, and critical events expected within that phase. In no case is it expected that all rc>alnrs depicted will occur. In each case the first critical event is the most likely entry into the realm and the last critical event is the definition of an event that would result in passing from the final realm in the phase into the f-irst realm of the next phase.
Nuinan Behavior Sequence. The basic critcrio~l for the protection of humans during fire is the avoidance of occupancy of the same space at the same time by people and conditions intolerable to people. In fire situations the fire effects may be moving, or of consequence in only a very limited area. The humans involved may or may not be mobile and their safety may or may not 11c dependent on their actions.
Studies of the types of actions (episodes) invol\red in human behavior in fire are relatively few and rudimentary in nature. To date, however, they would indicate that the types of actions can be classified as: investigate, flight, attack, alarm, rescue, and no action. These are not in sequence and the probability of any action is unknown. At this time the state-of-the-art is simply one of recognizing the types ot episodes and searching for any indication of which factors are dominant.
State's Conclitions-Human Behavior Sequence. Looking ahead towards the time when more rational predictions of human actions can be made, the only state's condition llecessary to describe person or persons involved is :
Position-Expressed in terms of a vector that defines not only the location of the person(s) but the rate and direction of movenlent.
With this it is possible to visualize the expression of the rate constant in terms of the formula : tl, = position at another prior instant ttiithin the same episode t = time l~etwcen i and 11 j = rate constant for the episode. This can be seen as a linear forillula versus the exponential formula used for energy d(,vralopment. I11 addition, the nonphysical factor of human decision is visualized as an efficiency factor. Physically no humall can react fnstcr than his personal maximum speeds and cannot occupy less space than that rcqnired by his body. In practice, however, these capabilities can be reduced by the types of decisions made. Figure 13 is a general model of the human behavior and firc behavior sequences. As indicated by this model, fire behavior is looked upon as a series of independent realms connected by series of independent episodes connected by decisions. The two sequences influence each other with stimuli that flow from the fire bchavior sequence to the human behavior sequence causing action or impacting on the well-being of the humans. The flow of stimuli is caused by the fire behavior sequence and is proportional to it but entirely separate from it. Flow from the human behavior sequence to the fire sequence is in the form of impacting actions. The type of impacting action can be one countering the development of fire such as fire attack activities or the closing of doors or other activities aimed at confining the fire or relieving its effects. Impacting actions can also be detrimental to the restraint of fire due to activities such as evacuees leaving doors open or ineffective attempts at fire control activities that result in further spread and development. I-Iuman behavior can also progress through part or all of its sequence without impact- ins ill any way 011 the fire, such as where evacuation takes place without any action that cau~es the fire to grow or be confined. Figure 14 is a three-dimensional matrix interfacing State's Conditions, Phases (Realms) , and Dominant Factors (Decision Tree Events). The purpose of the matrix i\ to direct and organize the knowledge base in fire science and technology in a Incunner focused on specific realms, conditions, or determinants. As the matrix inputs are developed, the knowledge derivable from fire science and technology can 11(~ fed into a decision analysis system for deter~nining building fire safety requirements, giving a significantly increased level of confidence in the product.
FIRE BEHAVIOR H U M A N BEHAVIOR

General h4oclel.
A proposed progran~ for this transition is:
A. The assembly and organization of the existing knowledge base to identify the relationship of the knowledge to each of the intersections in the matrix, and to identify apparent knowledge voids.
B. The identification of the significant phenomenon coiltrolling the k factor or comparable constant in each matrix block ( realm) and the phenomenon that can cause critical events resulting in a transition to another realm.
C. Developinent of models for predicting the fire pheilomcna and for the response of the facility, its contents, and its occupants.
D. Improvement of these models towards a complete system of deterministic models covering all realms, and critical events to complete all conilections and
